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Dear faithful friends, 

Greetings from the eastern front. 

I want to thank you for standing with us faithfully. 

We see trouble on each side, literally, Greece is boiling with their collapsing economy, and Syria is 

full of violence and conflict that is feared to spread to the neighboring countries any moment. 

Nato's missile defense system has been placed in Malatya, Turkey, making Turkey one of the coun-

tries that Iran is daily threatening to attack in case of harder sanctions. We see more and more Ar-

abs and Iranians in the streets of Istanbul. In March we expect thousands of Iranians to come to Is-

tanbul to celebrate the annual Novruz Bayram (spring feast).Our prayer is that none of them return 

back to Iran without a New Testament in their pocket. 

In the Bible School we experience strongly the presence of God. The attached picture shows most 

of our students from this semester. As the Bible School continues to grow we need more people to 

support it financially. Feel free to pass the word to new friends, too. 

In the picture from top left Mehdi(Iran) Alex(Romania) P.Matti(Mars) Gayrat(Uzbekistan) Toyli 

(Turkmenistan) Houssein(Kuwait, Iran) Suhel(Iran). From down left P.Roger Robbins(USA) Mihai 

(Romania) Kasim (Iran) Ali(Iran) Bakhtiyor(Tajikistan) Anvar (Uzbekistan) David (USA). 

Pastor Juha's and Tuikku's surprise visit with the Africa team was a great blessing for us. 

Thank you. 

My trip to Saudi Arabia has been postponed to unknown future. The organizers failed to get the vi-

sas to the participants on time and the whole big Design Event was postponed. 

Even Azerbaijan rejected my visa application. That is not a good sign. 

I hope to see many of you in Budapest and we'll be able to speak about these end-time opportunities 

around a nice cup of espresso. 

What is impossible for man is possible for God. 

Thank you again for your faithfulness to this vision. 

  

P.Matti Sirviö 

Greater Grace Church 

Istanbul 


